A QUICK-GUIDE FOR CITATION: TURABIAN

This quick guide provides selected examples of frequently used citation formats. For additional examples, consult the complete style manual, *A Manual for Writers of Term Papers, Theses, and Dissertations, 7th edition*, available at the Reference Desk.

Turabian format maintains a minimum 1 inch margin on all sides, on all pages. Indentation is 6 to 8 spaces.

1. **Book, single author (17.1.1):**

   *Example of a bibliographic entry:*


   *Example of note:*


2. **Book, two or more authors (17.1.1):**

   *Examples of a bibliographic entry:*


   *Example of note:*


3. **Editor or translator in addition to an author (17.1.1):**

   *Example of a bibliographic entry:*

Editor or translator in addition to an author (17.1.1) –cont.:

*Example of note:*


4. **Chapter and other titled parts of a book (17.1.8):**

*Example of a bibliographic entry:*


*Example of note:*


5. **Journal Article (17.2.2):**

*Example of a bibliographic entry:*


*Example of note:*


6. **Journal Article, online (17.2.7):**

*Example of a bibliographic entry:*

Example of note:


*ALWAYS include the stable link when referencing an online source. DO NOT copy the link from the address bar and paste that into the citation. If you are using an article database, there will almost always be a link or button to the “persistent”, “stable” or “perma” link.

**ALWAYS remove hyperlink.

7. **Magazine Article, print (17.3):**

   Example of a bibliographic entry:
   

   Example of a bibliographic entry (online magazine):


   Example of note (online magazine):


   **ALWAYS remove hyperlink

8. **Newspaper article, print (17.4):**

   * in most cases only cite articles from daily papers in notes –but if possible weave into text  See below.

   ...In a Daily Variety article (October 4, 2001) Richard Ginnell mentions some of Coltrane’s more notable contributions to the jazz world.
Newspaper article, print (17.4) –cont.:

Example of note:


9. Sound Recording (17.8.4):

Example of a bibliographic entry:


Example of note:


10. Encyclopedia Reference (17.5.3):

Examples of a bibliographic entry:


Example of note:


11. Online Encyclopedia Reference (17.5.3):

Examples of a bibliographic entry:


Online Encyclopedia Reference (17.5.3) –cont.:

Example of note:


11. **Book Review:**

Example of a bibliographic entry:


Example of note:


12. **Oral History Interview (17.6.3)**:

Example of a bibliographic entry:


Example of note:


*This is the basic format for an interview citation, though the citation itself varies with the interview. Please refer to *Turabian* for more specific details.*